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The February , 1964 issue of the Texas C
featured a report on La Gruta de Atoyac, which
discovered on July 21 , 1906 by an employee of Ferro
ril Mexicana. He was chasing a "Tepezcuinte," or s:
rodent, when he came upon the mouth of the cav ~
the animal fell to its death inside!
The new formation of the Huaco Cavers Socict
Waco was the subj ect of an article as well . The l it
group , named for the Indian tribe of the same name·
once inhabited the area, got its start at Dead Man': I
near Marble Falls.
The caver of the month was Katherine Goodl>a
Dallas. She said the three Goodbar children were b
raised on cave slides and homemade pemmican .
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site, but reliable rumor indicated it might be. It took a
full day to locate the cave area, a guide to take us there
and permission to explore it. On June 1, we entered Dzibih Actun (Mayan for "Writing Cave") and found it to
be one of the more important cave painting sites known.
What we had expected, if anything, was one or two
paintings at the most . What we found was over 80 cave
paintings! The cave itself was nothing to get excited
about - basically a single room about 20 m in diameter
and 3-4 m high - yet the true significance of the paintings was not in their numbers but in the time periods
they spanned .
Most of the paintings in Dzibih Actun were
Precolumbian, yet some were definitely from the Spanish
Colonial period and a couple are modern . Several intricate drawings of snakes and other creatures dominated
the Precolumbian art (not counting the 20 or so vulvas get your mind out of the gutter; this had symbolic religious significance to the Maya). Most important was one
painting Andrea believes to be of Chac, the Maya rain
god . Chac was one of the most important gods to the

Caves and Cave Paintings
Yucatan, Belize and Guatemala
by George Veni
28 May-3 July, Hl86

I had just spent three weeks in the remote bush of
Belize on the 1986 Chiquibul Expedition. The caving was
absolutely spectacular - but that is another story. I left
Belize's capitol city of Belmopan on the 28th of May for
the city of Merida in the Yucatan of Mexico. The morning of the 30th, I met with Andrea Stone. Andrea is an
art historian, from the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee, who specializes in Mayan iconography. She
recently received a grant to write a book on Mayan cave
wall paintings and asked me to help her work on some of
the sites. What was left were three caves in the Yucatan
and one in Guatemala.
The first cave was not a confirmed cave painting

.
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HIeroglyphic text In NoJ 'I\mlch, depicting ritual blood letting by penis perforation (ob boy). Peten, GuatemaJ .. June HIBO. Pboto by George Venl.
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Maya of that area and was often associated with caves.
If the figur e ac tually is Chac, it will be the first known
d raw ing o f him in a cave. Among the colonial art were
crested eagles, double-headed eag les and various sun
im ages. Th e mod ern a rt includ ed a bicycle, car and
hou se . Alth o ugh th ey may be called graffiti by some,
th(;se mod ern drawings were still made by the Maya and
in a mann er and placem ent consistent with the older
draw in gs .
On Jun e 2, we visited the two remaining caves,
whi ch are near th e town o f Oxkutzab: Lultun and Actun
Cit 'o n. Loltun is a large a nd extensiv e co mm ercial cave
whi ch has many Maya cave paintings. We hired a guide
who showed us a ll th e paintings and even assisted as we
s ketched , meas ur ed a nd photographed them . Th ere was
no nee d to s urv ey th e cave, as we did in Dz£b£h Actun,
because a fin e map already ex ists. Since Andrea had been
to th e cave before, much of what we did was to tie up
loose end s .
A ft er Loltun , we went to Actun Ch 'o n . Ch 'on has
t he on ly known polychrome (multicolor) Mayan cave
pain t in g. Ch 'on a lso has monoc hrom e paintings as well
as pa inted hi eroglyphi c t ex ts . Basically, the cave is one
roo m, abo ut 25 m in diam eter and 3 m high , with two
off go in g passages . On e passage leads to the pa intings
and th e other goes into an extensive network maze . AB
with L olt un, Andrea had been to the cave before so while
s he work ed on th e paintings , I add ed some detail to the
eXIs ting surv ey, did so me biological coll ec ting and
exp lo red ove r 200 m of th e comp lex maze in search of
more pain t in gs. Althoug h I didn 't find mor e Mayan a rt ,
t here were pot sha rds scatte red t hroughout the maze ,
a nd I did not find t he end to th e maze itself. I did
III a nage to co nn ec t th e painting passage with the rest of
t. he maze.
As we were fini shin g o ur work in Cit 'on, I mad e a
::; hort tr ip to exp lo re more of th e maze near the painting
p:lSsage. Unfortun a t ely, my s par e li ght had conked out
a ll me earli er in th e day , so wh en my only light suddenly
di ed , I was left in t he dark , so to speak . I kn ew exactly
whl'l"c I was a nd how to get out - I just cou ldn ' t find the
co rr cct. passage leading me to li ght a nd salv ation . Ev ery
t. im c I wen t off in t hat dir ection , I ended up in a dead
(' nd cr:lwlw ay. Eve n tually , I d ec id ed to to give it up a nd
try holl erin g a t t he top of my lungs a nd hop e that
:\lI dr ea wo uld hear me. If not , I'd have to sit there a
co u ple o f hours until she eit her came lookin g for me or I
de cid ed to t ry to find my way o ut again. Lu ckily , she
heard me but. found me through a hole that was too
s mall to cra wl t hro ugh and too long to pass or toss an
extra li ght t hrough. After d et ermining wh ere she was,
:mel go in g t hro ugh elabo rate and detail ed directions as to
how to get to wh ere I was , I was fin ally resc ued .
Am azed at hav ing finish ed our work as quickly as
we d id , we visited th e large M aya Puu c site of Ux mal
a nd return ed to Merid a. It was a hot day a nd a lt hough I
copc wi t h th e heat rather well , I felt I was hav ing
unu sual difll cul ty in d ealin g with it. Soon a fter we got to
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our hotel , I became violently ill and was rather (
cerned I'd be late meeting some friends in three day:
Belize or that I may have to return to the USA. Luck
Andrea was again in the vicinity to rescue me by J
ning errands for medicines, etc . By the morning of
third day, June 5, I was amazed at how good I fel t
decided to risk an all-day bus ride to Belize to meet v
my friends on schedule . Andrea was heading off t
Maya conference at Palenque - a large, ancient M
center in southern Mexico - and later we would all n
in Guatemala to go to the last cave painting site.
In Belize City, I met with my two roommates , w.
I'm staying in San Antonio: Linda Palit and Claire Li
blom. They had just flown in from Texas and the n
day, we headed out to the cayes (pronounced "keye;
The second largest barrier reef in the world is off
coast of Belize and it is dotted with many islands km
as cayes. Some are uninhabited mangrove swamps :
others are very well-developed, with beaches, fish!
boating and diving. We took the boat to Caye Caulk!
nice yet relatively inexpensive caye, and spent five d
swimming and snorkelling among the beautiful fish :
coral (saw a few sharks, too,) laying in hammocks un
the trees lis tening to the waves break as the breeze rc
you back and forth, eating fresh seafood, and tun
darker colors due to the sun . To say it was very plea.;
would be an unkind understatement.
One week before we arrived there had been i
cave diving fatalities on Caye Caulker. Just off the ¥
shore of the island is a 3 m diameter pit which dr .
about 20 m and leads into a very large, totally ,
merged room . Evidently , an American diver and a I
izean "guide" went down into it, broke many of
rules of cave diving and paid the ultimate price . WI
we were there only on e body had been found . The at
was found and recovered about six months later . Ala
wreath of flowers floated above the entrance wher
snorkeled over th e pit. Unfortunately, the tides I
reduced visibility so I could only make out the outli ne
the black hole, but not any of its details . Wher
returned to the States, I got in contact with James Cr
and Johanna DeGroot , cave divers currently living
Cancun, Mexico. They have been working in the c:
and, according to th eir estimates based on com p
directions and lengths of dive line, the room is abou t :
m wide and explored to 600 m long (still goes!!) If t hi
verifi ed by surveying, the room is by far the largest
th e world - on e-third larger than Sarawak Chamb er
New Guinea, which is currently No . 1. Some may arf
that sin ce it is underwater and the water supports t
weight of the ceiling, that it should be placed in
separate category. How ever , the room formed (or spen
lot of time) under air- filled conditions as indicated
large speleothem growth. I'm anxiously awaiting to h,
more about the cave's exploration and survey.
After leaving the cayes, we went in to Belmar
and stayed three days with Tom Miller (leader of .
C hiquibul Expedition). We visited the Belize Zoo (a grzoo that protects and exhibits the animals you'll fin d
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Belize), the Maya ruins of Xunantunich, and Saint
Herman's Cave of the Caves Branch Cave Group . St.
Herman's is a nice, but very well-trafficked cave. Essentially, it is a stream passage about 10 m high and wide,
with adjoining large rooms, Maya artifacts (potsherds anything worthwhile has long ago been looted) , and
some attractive formations. The cave was once open
briefly as a commercial operation.
On the 14th of June, we headed into Guatemala
and reached the city of Flores. From there, we went to
and spent the next three days at the ruins of Tikal. We
had all heard stories and seen photos of this incredible
Mayan city but nothing can do it justice compared to
actually being there. If you are ever in the area, it is
som ething you must see. Sunset from the top of a 50 m
high pyramid is superb! Tikal is a national park which
also serves as a wildlife preserve - a great place for
birdwatchers and animal lovers.
The morning of June 17, Andrea met us at Tikal.
She was traveling with a group of people she met along
the way to Guatemala including, much to my surprise,
Bernie Krumme, someone I had met at a bus station way
back in Merida. The following day, Andrea, Bernie ,
Linda, Claire and I left Tikal to go to Naj Tunich , the
greatest of all Mayan cave painting sites. We got to the
town of Pop tun and stayed nearby at the Finca (farm)
Ixobel. It's run by an Americna couple, Carol and Mike
De Vine, who moved there several years ago. Th ey run a
restaurant in town and they let the finca out as a

camping spot. But actually, it IS much more than just
camping: they offer tremendous meals, R&R, gam es,
swimming, sunbathing, hiking and caving trips - including to Naj Tunich .
Naj Tunich was discovered in a remote section of
the Guatemalan jungle in 1980. Th e paintings and hi eroglyphs were so impressive that National Geographic
visited the cave and published it in their magazine in
August 1981 (also appeared in the July 1981 NSS News.)
With the publicity came justified concern that the
Guatemalan government protect and preserve this
national treaSure. Since then, access has been limited,
the cave has been . gated and guards hav e been posted.
Mike De Vine, however, has good relations with those
who manage th'e cave and has regular access to it . Unfortunately, Mike could not lead us there because h e was
out of the country.
Andrea' h ad been to the cave a few times before,
once spending three months there, but that was fiv e
years earlier and she n eeded a guid e to lead us back. As
it turned out, new roads hav e been built in the area a nd
a good four-wheel drive vehicle could put you to within
a 10-minute walk of the cave , In the past, it was an
eight-hour uphill hike - and that's wh en you're not carrying a pack (National Geographic flew in by helicopter
after getting the natives to chop out a clea ring in the
jungle). Not having a 4x4, we got by truck to within a
three-hour hike of the cave and rented a mul e to carry
our packs for us. We stayed in the thatched huts of Don
Emilio and Bernabe Pop. Bernabe, Don Emilio's son,
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discovered the cave and has acted as sometime guide and
manager of th e cave . These are jobs he has gladly relinquished sin ce vandals are art thieves , who seriously want
to get into th e cave, can be somewhat mean at times.
We spent most of June 20 in the cave. It has a very
la rge entr ance containing Mayal walls, terraces and what
are probably looted tombs. The cave is about 2 km long
a nd th e aver age passage is 10-20 m wide by 15 m high.
We ent.e red with Bernabe , a guard and the family of the
man who r ented us the mule. It was more than we
wanted or pla nn ed for , but it turn ed out well , just the
same . Andrea primarily wanted to get new and better
photos of t he paintings but the guard said that it is
prohi bited to use a fl ash. It 's not easy to photograph in
t he dark withou t a fl ash. We ended up tripod-mounting
t he cameras for time exposures and lighting the paintin gs wi t h our carbide lights. It was rather slow and tedious so we didn ' t do as much photogra phy as we hoped
and And rea played tour guide for our Indian friends a
lot more th an she exp ected . On the way out of the cave,
we did some multipl e-flash photos of th e cave's passages .
It's just fl ashes on t he paintings that are prohibited for
fear t hat t hey wil1 get bl each ed out by the intense light.
O n Ju ne 21, we hiked out to the road to where we
had a rra nged to get pi cked up and driven back to the
Pinca Ixobe l. On th e road back , our truck was stopped
by th e G ua t emalan army . This was not unusual , because
they fr equent ly stop and search vehicl es for guns and
co nt raband. This t im e, we were stopped bec ause the
road was closed. As it t urned ou t, gu erril1 a ac t ivit y has
had a n overal1 dec rease in G uate mala but it still does
occ ur . Up a head on the road , a car ha d been stopped for
a rout in e robbe ry, but th e driv er was found to be carryin g a n army-issue type gun . T he gu errillas do not like
t hc army a nd considcred him a possible inform ant. They
robbcd cvc ryonc in t hc t ru ck and told t hem to run away ,
whi ch t hey did. T he d river , t hey kil1 ed . Whil c we wer e
stopped on t he road, t he a rmy was out searching for and
clearin g t he a rca of gucrril1 as . After an hour and a half
del ay, we wc re sent o n ahead . Our driv er nervously
askcd, "Ar c you sure we shoul d go fi rst?"
Much to our sur prise, (,he a rmy ha d not done anyt hin g abo ut t he dead man yet. About 4 km down the
road, we saw a li ttle red pickup tru ck wi t h its doors
wid, open and a ma n lyi ng next to it. It was obvious
wha t, had happened - t hey laid him face down , spreadcag le on t he groun d a nd blew his bra ins ou t. As sorry as
wc felt fo r hi m, I co ul d n 't help bu t think how lucky we
were a.t (,he guerril1 a's ra ndo m selec tion. The next car to
go dow n t his li ttle- t raveled gravel bac kroad would have
been o urs.
It, too k t wo long days for Linda, C lai re and I to get
fro m t h P i nca to G uate ma la City . We got t here by
hitc h-hikin g a nd buses . Bus service was pret ty crummy .
T hey do n I, go by often enough a nd a re exh austingly
unco mfortab le as 100 peop le cra m in to a nd on top of
buses t hat have signs say in g, "Capacity: 60 ." At on e
poinL, wc t hought we had it m ade because we were in
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relative comfort (albeit standing) on a first class bus.
only went a half hour (still three hours from Guater
City) before it broke down . "Catch the next bus i
half-hour." We waited but they said , "No room for )
Catch the next bus." This happened enough times u
we started hitching rides and eventually got to
nation's capital.
We spent the night in a low-class hotel because
were desperately low on cash and no one would c
travelers checks - including the banks. The next d
June 23, we moved to a better cheap hotel after
found a bank to cash our checks, and because it \
Linda's turn to get sick for a couple of days and
always better to be sick in comfortable ~urroundin g!
had a couple r elapses of my Merida illness for a day
the cayes and a day in Belmopan.) Claire and I vis
sites and the next day, she went off for a couple day;
Lake Atitlan . By the time she returned, the evening
the 26th, Linda was well. On the 27th, Claire had to
back to the States.
Linda and I contemplated staying an extra week
two before going home but it was not to be . On June.
we went to Antigua, the old capital of Guatemala. ~
capital was moved from there because that colO!
period city kept getting wiped out by earthquakes ,
volcanic activity. We went to see the ruins and the
architecture, but there wasn 't much left to see . Still , i
a pleasant town to spend some time in . From there,
went to th e town of Panajachel on the volcanic shore;
Lake Atitl an. It is extremely touristy to the point
being almost as distasteful as the Mexican border t ow
but not quite that bad . Panajachel is basically a place
shop for Indian goods. We saw a lava tube on the mOl.
t ainside tha t overlooks th e town , but didn't get l
ch ance to check it out.
.
On Sunday , the 29th , things started going downh
W e took the hour-long boat rid e across th e lake t o l
town of Santiago. It was market day and the village \'
pa cked . W e saw a traditional costum ed and mask
dance depi ct ing the Indian's interactions with the Co
nial Spaniards. But the boat owner said we only had e
hour befor e he left , so we hurried back to the boat. y.
he was lat e and we spent sev eral hours sitting on I
dock waiting for him . W e had better things to do . Wi.
he arrived , he was in such a hurry to go that his navif
t or had to jump into t he water and swim after the be
so he could th en steer it across the lake! Strange .
The next day , we couldn ' t get a bus to the Mex ic
border because they were packed full. We had to bat
track three hours in a bus to Guatemala City to catel:
bus, before it fill ed up , to t ake us back the way we car
and beyond to Mexico. The bus stopped for the nigh t,
t he town of Huehuatanango, about two hours from Me
ico a nd th e next morning we were there. Typically ,
the bord er , there are peopl e on both sides, trying
exchange currency . On the Guatemal an side of t
border , we were offered 180 pesos to t he Quetzale . \'
didn 't change for fear of missing our bus to San Crist
bal de las Casas, but once in Mexico, we were driven
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km from the border to go through immigration and the
people there would not change the Quetzales. Finally, we
got an immigration officer to change enough for bus
far es and a couple of meals, but at a rate of only 150 to
one. In San Cristobal, the banks would not change the
Quetzales and a snotty teller almost didn't cash Linda's
traveler's checks because he didn't like the way she
crossed her "T".
Deciding things were turning sour and we had much
to do back home in Texas, we determined to make a
dash for the US . We took the bus to Tutxla Gutierrez,
the capital of the state of Chiapas, because we 'd have
the option of taking the bus north or flying . It was Tuesday , July 1, and when we asked for bus tickets north
th ey said the first openings would be on Thursday. We
got tickets instead to fly to Monterey, Mexico, on the
next day. At the airport, before flying out, we found out
that we could fly past Monterey straight to Nuevo
Laredo at the Texas border and just three hours by bus
to our San Antonio home . The hassle was that we lost
some money by canceling our Monterey flight but it was
worth it. During a stopover in Mexico City , we finally
ch anged our Quetzales, but at only 152 to 1. The international exchange banks at the airport would not do it
but a coin dealer did . That night in Nuevo Laredo, the
Mexican customs officials decided to do a detailed search
of all the gringos and of a few Mexican nationals , tossed
in for good measure . It delayed us · enough to catch the
very last taxi at the airport and to miss the 10:30 p.m.

~

bus to San Antonio. US Customs was no problem and we
caught the 4:30 a .m . bus instead . We were hom e in ti me
for breakfast on July 3.
Further Reading on Maya Caves
and Cave Use

Epigraphic Patterns in the Inscripti ons of Naj T um·clt
Cave . 1983 . S. Houston , ed . Cont ributions to
Maya Hieroglyphic Decipherment , Hum an R elations Area File, New Haven , CT.
Hill Caves of Yucatan. 1975 (reprint) . Henry C. Mercer .
University of Oklahoma Press.
Maya Art Treasures Discovered in Cave. 1981. George
Stuart. National Geographic, v . 160, p. 220- 235 .
Naj Tunich : Entrance to the Maya Underworld. 1986.
James E . Brady and Andrea Stone . A rcheology, v.
39, n . 6, pp . 18-25 .
Naj Tunich: The Writing on the Wall. 1981. Karen
(T.A .) Witte and Ernest Garza. NSS News , v. 39,
n . 7, pp . 149-151.
Pathways into Darkness: The Search for the Road to
Xibalba. 1978. Barbara McL eod and Dennis E.
Puleston . Third Palenqu e Round T abl e, P a rt 1.
pp.71-77 .
Recent Disco veries from Naj Tunich. 1982 . Andr ea
Stone. Mexican , v. 4, pp . 93-98 .
The Moon Goddess at Naj Tunich . 1985. Andrea Sto ne.
Mexican, v . 8, pp . 23-29.

cave painllngs In Dzlblh Aclun. Yucatan, Mexloo. June 1_. Pbol.o by 000111" Ven!.
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Durin g a n A ug ust s urv ey t rip to t he B lack Range
no r t h o f Kin gs to n , N.M. , g ro t to mem be rs V ictor Po lyak
a nd Ap ril McDowe ll visit ed prehisto ri c pictog rap hs in a
.. helter ncar a . mall cave . A lt houg h most of t he des igns
fo und were black , the pictograp hs appear to be long to a
s ty le common to t he a rea kn ow n as Mogol lo n Red
(. 'c haafs ma, 1980 .) T hi s s ty le of pain t in g was a pp a ren t ly
prod uced co mm o nl y d urin g t he t im e t hat cul t ures in t he
reg ion werc shift ing from a h un ting-gathering base to
o ne t hat was mo re reli a nt o n ag ri cult ure, approx imate ly
:300 B.C., kn o wn as t he Late Archa ic.
Sc haafs ma s tates t hat t his is a s t.y le pec uli a r, more
o r les ' , t.o th e G il a reg io n . Other eviu ence, howeve r
(Bi lbo , 1982 ), s uggest. · t hat M ogollo ll Red is a n earl y
wides pread ·ty le, possib ly occu rrin g from Nor t. hern Mexico up t.o a n a rea encompassed by t he Gi la. J have
Il oticed scvera l s it.es in t he so ut hern Ne w Mex ico/ W est
T exas regio n t ha t a re of t his " M ogo ll o n R.ed" sty le,
whi ch were both pain t ed a nd pec ked o n roc k s urfaces.
O f s pec ia l not.e is t hat a min era.I a.cc retio n of ca.lciulll car bo nate cove rs so me o f t he a rt. If t he rate o f
acc ret. io n 0 1' g ro wt h of t,he layer we re kn own , t he a r t
s ty le mi gh t be mo re acc urate ly d ated (Bilbo , 1986. )
Whil e t.his a r t pro ba bl y is fro m th e Late A rcha ic, given
t. he probab le geolog icall y s lo w deposit ion o f th e calcium
car bo nate, t here is a prob lem. Apac he a rt is a lmost
id en t ical to A rcha ic sty les.
Th e reas o n fo r t his is t. hat Apac hes were hun ters
nll d gat,herers o n t he G reat P la ins wh o neve r cha nged t.o
a.g ri cul t ur e in prehistory (Bil bo , 1986 ). As (,hey mi grated
in to ew Mex ico, perh aps as earl y as 1400 A .D ., t hey
re- in t.rod uced t,he A rchaic sty le. T he same prob le m is
t,ru e in ot.her aspects : Apac he cam psit.es a re ide n t ical to
Archa ic ca m psit,es unl e a t rade bead , brass bu tton 0 1'
met.al a rro wh ead is fo un d. Th e Apac hes may have bee n
n,ble t.o read so me o f t,he Arc ha ic a r t fro m 1,500 years
ea rli er , whil e not n ece saril y kn ow in g t h e meanin g o f
lat,er prehis to ri c pu eb lo 0 1' ag ri cul t ural a r t.
Th e meanin g of t he motifs is no t, known . F igur e 1
a.ppears to be so me t.ype of qua dru ped , pe rh aps a mo unt.aill sheep. \. igure 2 is o ne of t he motifs t,h at rec urs fro m
Earl y t,o Lat.e Archa ic a nd is conside red to be a very
cO lllmo n ite m (if we st.udy Apache a r t sty les a nd meanill eTS, it may be possible t,o infer so me in t er pretations fo r
t. he Archa ic a rt,.) F igure 3 i so met.hin g t hat got me t o
t. hinkin g abo ut, t. he Apac he problem, It has so me calcium
car bonat.e deposit fr ag ments , but perh aps t he calciu m
grows faste r t ha n is t. ho ught,. It " looks" Apac he. By the
W:1)' t he Ap'lc he in t hi - case wo ul d have been t he Warm
Sp rin gs Apache, most famo us fo r a great wa r leader a.nd
hero. Victo ri o.

Bilbo, Mi chael and Kay Sutherland , 1986, " Stylist
Evolution of Jornada Rock Art. " The A rtif a(
Vol. 25, No . 3; El Paso Archeological Soci ety.
Bilbo , Michael , 1985, " Five Possibl e Archaic Rock AJ
Sites n ear El Paso, T exas." Transa cti ons of II
20th Regional Archaeologic al Sym posium j.
S outheastern N ew Mexic o and W es tern T exa
Brownie Roberts , Editor , El P aso Archaeologie:
Soci et y.
Sc haafsma, Polly , 1980 , Ind~'an Ro ck of th e So uthwe.<
School of Am erican R esearch , Sa nta F e, N.M .

-

by Mik e B ilbo
E ditor 's No te: t he foll owin g was rep rin ted fro m t h e
Lub boc k A r ea Grot to Newslet ter, Septembe r-O ctobe r
1986:

References
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Minutes: Winter BOG
by Andy G. Grubbs
The 1987 Texas Speleological Association winter
Board of Governors meeting was held Jan. 24 in the
Freeman Aquatic Building, SWTSU, San Marcos.
The meeting was called to order by Brian Burton,
TSA chair, at 5 p.m. Twenty-two members were present.
I. Treasurer's Report
Johanna Reece gave the treasurer's report, stating
that the current balance was $2,946.48. The minutes
of the previous meeting were read and amended. Linda
Palit moved that they be approved . Bill Elliott
seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.
II. Committee Reports
1. Conservation: A.G. Grubbs stated that correspondence had been received from cavers in other
regions, asking for information about Austin's
watershed protection ordinance . . Mike Walsh suggested that the TSA support the proposed cave law
and asked for funds to help distribute copies of it to
legislators.
2. Publications: Jay Jorden and Dale Pate gave the
report. Dale stated that the December issue of the
TC was being printed. He also said that he has
about 40 boxes of back issues and needed a place to
store them. Since he has the back issues, Dale said
that he is the person to contact for anyone who
missed copies of the TC. Jay stated that th~ February Caver was about ready, and that anyone who
had a late trip or accident report should get them in
as soon as possible.
3. Safety: Jay Jorden gave the report. He has a draft
copy of the new NCRC manual. There was discussion on having a practice rescue session sometime.
4. TPWD Liaison: Mike Walsh reported that the permit to work on Gorman Falls had been renewed for
1987; it will take another year or two to finish the
work there. Sometime in April or May, there may
be a TSA project on the Sergeant Ranch, a 6,500acre ranch near Brackettville just acquired by
TP&W. TP&W returned a signed copy of the
Memorandum of Understanding with the TSA;
Brian Burton signed it at the meeting. Mike Walsh
resigned as chairman of the TP&W Liaison Committee; he nominated Jim Beall for the position.
Linda Palit seconded; approval was unanimous.
5 . Logo Committee: Jay Jorden reports that there is
about $380 in the bank, drawing interest. Decals are
coming. John Spence has the remaining 30-40 TSA
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patches. T-shirts will be printed soon . The Logo
Committee has recouped the original investment by
TSA and is now happily running in the black .
6 . My Mommy Was a Caver: Mary Standifer is in Australia trying to sell My Mommy Was a Caver there.
Other copies can be had in Austin.
7. Shelter Committee: Johanna Reece said that a new
16- by 16-foot wall tent with a rain fiy costs $1,100.
A used Army GP tent of the same size is $395.00.
Discussion about what we really need followed. Used
funeral tents and very large tarps were suggested ;
the discussion ended when Dale moved to table it
and we moved into old business.
III. Old Business
Linda Palit moved to approve $350 .00 for the TSA
Shelter Committee, to be spent on a suitable shelter .
Jay Jorden seconded the motion . Bill Mixon volunteered to store it. The motion passed unanimously .
N. New Business
1. Texas Caver: Dale Pate stated that he would sell
sets of old issues at a reduced price in an effort to
clear out the excess that needed to be stored . Mike
Walsh pointed out that these old issues are a very
valuable part of the TSA's heritage. Bill Elliott suggested that we give sets to all the grottos. Bill
Mixon offered to store them . Cutting down the press
run as a way to limit the surplus was suggested.
Johanna Reece stated that for the last two years,
the average cost of printing and mailing the Texas
Caver has been $371.00 per issue.
2. Bat Conservation International: Bill Elliott raised
the question of the TSA purchasing a membership
in BCI. He suggested that spending $50 or $100
would show our support for bat conservation . William Russell asked about student rates. Rod Goke
questioned the appropriateness, saying that he and
many other members of the TSA were already
members of BCI and that, since there is no mechanism for institutional members, that this was really
just a donation. Bill Elliott stated that TSA could
give BCI $100 because we had $3,000 and only
needed $600 for the Texas Caver. It was pointed
out, however, that the c costs about $2 ,300 per
year. Bill Elliott moved that TSA buy a supporting
membership in BCI for $50. Dan King seconded and
it was passed . And it was suggested that BCI get a
reciprocal membership in TSA.
3. Terry Holsinger stated that the Spring TSA Convention would probably be at Cave-Without-aName on April 11-12 .
4. Bill Elliott moved to adjourn . Allan Cobb seconded .
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Greater Houston Grotto
by Carol Carlson
On Friday night of Labor Day weekend , 1986, nine
a utos carrying 32 from Houston and Louisiana met at
La redo. The next morning , all crossed the river with
pl a ns to meet at three checkpoints along the self-guided
tOll r.
First stop was the Lampazos spring and bull ring
fo r lun ch. The second stop was the Candela railroad stat ion. Ot hers journeyed ov er to La Gruta de Carrizal
where a n amaz ing sight was seen . A mama black bear
with two cubs had kill ed one of the villager's goats. In
fur y , th e man kill ed one of her cubs with a knife. Both
goat a nd bear were hanging from a tree, fully skinned.
Some of us went into the Golondrinas Mine. At
dark , a ll met at th e Rio Sabinas Canyon campsite . On
und ay morning, most walked up to Gruta del Palmito.
Th e gatekeeper tried to charge us $2 US for entrance,
but aftcr Mike Connolly became upset, better prices were
negotiated.
Nin e climbed up to the Birthday Passage , with
Dave P ersha leadi ng . So me of us stayed in the cave until
midni ght . All camp ed at the base of the cav e. Those who
d id not go cav in g rod e to a certain canyon and to Villalduma. All arriv ed hom e safely a nd had a fabulous trip.
A Thanksgiving trip to southern Tamaulipas was
taken by George Sand ers , Mike Connolly and Andy Flurkey.
Houston has plans to begin organizing regular club
tr ips. George will probably be elected to this grand posit,ion. Gr eate r Houston Grotto see ms to be still growing
ill num be r .
Elections
ha irman
\ ice ha irm an
'cc rcta ry-T reasur er
Equ ipment Chairm an

Carol
Charles
Ivy
Charles

Carlson
Fromen
McLane
Fromen

Permian Basin Grotto
by Bill Bentl ey
In grotto news, th e P ermi a n Basin Speleological
oc iety entered its four t h year at the September meeting, whi ch was held at t he hom e of Bill Bentley and
uzy oldon. Two new members, J erry Atkinson and
Pat. Kambesis, were in attend a nce and with their caving
xpe ri ence , t hey should be lifeblood to th e group .
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On Sept. 13, 1986, the PBSS ran a grotto trip
Deep Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National Park. P h
were made to run a joint trip between the PBSS and t
Permian Basin Outing Club to Hidden, Black a~
Cottonwood Caves in October. Tony Grieco plans
lead a group of church youths to the McKittrick f
Caves also. It is hoped that with the record rainfalls
the area, that some new caves will reveal themselves
daylight.

Dallas/Fort Worth Grotto
Elections in December ousted only two officers; I
remainder remain in office, including:
Chairman
Jay R. Jord
Vice-Chairman
Terry HolsiIJi
Secretary
Rob Kolst
Treasurer
Bob Glenn
Quartermaster
Chuck Cit
Librarian
Chuck Clu
The grotto continues to explore in Oklahoma, 1\
Mexico, Arkansas, North Texas, and Mexico. Ma.
upcoming projects include ridge-walking and surveyi
in southern Oklahoma.

Ozark Highlands Grotto
by Nick Campagna, Pr
Dear Sir:
This letter is to announce the first annual Ozal
Regional Cavers Convention . To be held in the Bran>
area April 24, 25 , 26 . It will feature many area c,
trips , including two trips to the Ozark Undergrou
Laboratory . On Saturday night, there will be a banqu
followed by a business meeting . We are also planning
highly unusual nighttime speleolympics .
This convention will be sponsored by individu:
from the Ozark Highlands Grotto, the Heart of t
Ozarks Grotto and the newly formed Branson Oza!
Grotto .
Please list this in your calendar of events:
April 24-26: 1st Annual Ozarks Regional Cave
Convention - Hilda, Mo. (Branson area.) Caving, ba
quet, speleolympics. Contact Nicholas A . Campagn
1410 E . University St., Springfield, MO 65804, pho:
(417) 887-0976 , or Ronald Martin, 3301 S . Lone Pin
Springfield , MO 65804 , phone (417) 881-3060.
Thank you . Happy caving!
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Book Review
Yochib: The River Cave
by Bill Stone
Author: C. William Steele
Publisher: Cave Books
756 Harvard Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63130
November 1985, 164pp
It was nine years late, yet right on time. It is the
full story of the exploration of the Sumidero Yochib, a
spectacular river cave in the southern Mexican state of
Chiapas. In the passing of those nine years since the last
expedition to Yochib, Bill Steele labored on the story of
what was done there, knowing that it was both unique
and historical. The first version of the manuscript was
ready in 1979, which says something about the monumental procrastination that had be overcome to bring
this book to print. But, during that time, Steele's writing style matured, and the story was polished. A great
deal of the critical information that was lacking in 1979
was carefully added: the immense personality differences
involved among very independent, strong-willed leaders,
and the way in which these influenced the exploration.
The result is a book worth waiting for. It is the first
such volume to be written by a contemporary American
cave explorer and breaks the long silence between the
days of Halliday, Watson and Brucker and the modern
e~a of high-tech, international expedition cave exploratIon .
But it is more than that. It is a precious slice out of
speleological history. The exploration takes place from
the . spring of 1974 through the spring of 1977, a short
p~nod ~f three years spanning the time when big pit
discovenes had begun to diminish in northern Mexico

Moving water sets Sumidero
Yochib apart from the rest
and the first return expeditions to the Huautla Plateau
were being fielded. It was set in a time when Goldline
WilS .still being used to rig a vertical pitch, when highquahty miner's electric lamps - considered essential
hardware for dealing with waterfalls underground today
- were ~ot readily available to the caving community,
and the idea of camping underground was still a novelty
for Americans.
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The pnme element that sets the Sumidero Yochib
apart, even today, is moving water. During normal conditions, the flow in the descending river is about 140
cusecs. For those who have difficulty grasping that
figure, the following analogies will help: it would fill an
Olympic-size swimming pool in slightly over a minute; it
would power a 20-kilowatt hydroelectric plant; and a
person suspended from a rope under a waterfall of that
flow would have to exert a force of between 150 to 300
pounds* in excess of his own weight plus equipment.
(*calculated from hydrodynamic drag theory .) Furthermore, in a narrow passage, the current caused by such a

Sumidero Yochib's water
flow would fill an olympic
size swimming pool in just
over a minute
flow would be more than sufficient to sweep an unwary
individual over a waiting waterfall. The last two examples explain the immensely complex rigging requirements
confronting an exploration team in Yochib . It also
underscores the rationale for fielding expeditions only in
the heart of Mexico's dry season - from March through
April - to minimize the amount of flow that must be
dealt with.
Prior to this project, very little was known concerning "heavy water" techniques, other than that it was
obviously very risky business. Fatalities had already
been reported in a river cave in Spain - the Hundidero
Gato - and in other scattered incidents where flash
floods had induced similar conditions in deep French systems. The decision to tackle Yochib in the mid-1970s
was thus a very bold undertaking. When its notoriety
spread, it attracted some of the best explorers the U.S.
had to offer, including Jim Smith, Mark Stock, Norm
Pace, Blake Harrison, Mike Van Note, and Bill Steele .
Add to this list the likes of Canadians Peter Thompson
and Ian Drummond, and British explorers Peter Lord
and John Donovan - all of substantial repute in their
respective countries - and you get the idea of the
tremendous intermixing of personality, technique and
experience which took place during this project. The fuse
to this volatile mix was no less than the legendary Mike
Boon, an expatriate British caver who had moved to
Canada in the late 1960s and was the singular catalyst
which brought about the obsolescence of oxygen
rebreather technology, and the broad acceptance of open
circuit Scuba for underwater cave exploration . He also
was a top-notch technical caver. Boon's indomitable,
eccentric personality, however, branded him as an often
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un predi ct a bl e individual, and his leadership on expedit ions t end ed to be totalitarian rather than democratic.
lI e was th e typ e of individual who liked to assign blame
wit h t he point of a bony finger rather than accept
res ponsibility fo r a plan gon e wrong. Nonetheless,
wit hout Boo n, th ere would lik ely hav e been no story of
Yochib . lI e was th e foc al point, th e magnate , head ed for
t he botto m of Yoc hib . Hi s obsession with this goal grew,
a nd s pread to th e o th er members of th e team, until the
mo mentum beca me unstoppabl e.
Stee le has ma naged to captur e the essence of these
interac ti ons in a deftly handl ed styl e which is both
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in a flooding cave when no obvious escape exists;
numbing apprehension confronting the lead explorer

During the past ten years,
great strides have been
made in rigging techniques

the first descent of a waterfall that shakes the very wa
of the cave . And the elation that comes with having St
cessfully completed an exceedingly difficult project.
Throughout the book, Steele is careful to descri
the various techniques that were used, both successl
r-----------------------------------------------~~~~__.
and unsuccessful. Furthermore, \\.
drafted sectional maps show where (
action is taking place during ea
chapter . The only fault in these maps
the lack of information on the requifi
tackle for rigging each pitch, a nOI
standard detailing practice on maps
deep vertical cave systems. This is Ct
tainly a minor point if one accepts - a[
as the book concludes - that the ca
ends at Yochib's "terminal" sump, ar
that no one will be going back.
During the past ten years, gn
strides have been made both in ligfl
weight vertical rigging techniques, as Wi
as cave diving apparatus and trainir
procedure!? The "terminal" sumps of Ii
60s and 70s are often today's fronti er
Siphon type pumps (inflowing) are beir
investigated with increasing regularil.
with substantial experience having be'
recently gained during British expeditio
to the tidal controlled Blue Holes of ti
Bahamas. The final sump in Yochib, wi
its 50-foot by 40-foot cross-section fitting end for a project in the 19705
now stands beckoning to the current ge
eration of explorers, to complete t:
traverse to the Cruz Pilal resurgence sO[
three miles distant and fully resolve Ii
hydrologic riddle. In light of this, Steel!
book - besides being a very good read
takes on another important role: it is t
Y ochib Manual, the guide that will I:
the foundation for a return expedition
the future.
Cave Books has done a good jt
both in the production of this fine volu[
as well as seeing to it that a large numb
of photographs and maps were able to ;
included. It is to be hoped that the pu
Ken ny I>t\." ",nglll.1 Ihe boltom or Ibe second drop. 501&110 de HuI'ZTrolollll .. 'I1~ S.L.P.. MeJdco. (J&y Jorden)
lishing of Yochib will spur oth
potential authors to rise above the barrier of procras:
rea li sti c a nd usuall y fa ir to a ll sid es. They a re without
question th e hi gh points of t he book . Th ere are oth er
nation and help fill in the colossal information void It
3necdotes whi ch shin e equ all y well , a nd come across with
in the wake of the many important speleological proj cc
I he power of th e river itself: the near-drowning of t eam
conducted both in Mexico and in the U.S. during I!
past 15 years.
memb ers on four occasions; th e horror of being tra pp ed
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Carbide Etiquette
by Allan Cobb
Carbide cavers withstand a great deal of ridicule
from their electric counterparts . Probably the most
obnoxious aspect of carbide caving (at least to electric
cav ers anyway) is the smell. But this is dwarfed by the
offensive piles of carbide that are showing up in some
caves . The practice of some of the less conservationminded cavers who dump their spent carbide on the
ground is unsightly and it damages caves. On a recent
trip to Grutas del Palmito at Bustamante Mexico I
noticed that people had been dumping carbide at the
bottom of the Breakdown Mountain. More than a dozen
carbide dumps were in plain sight. Gross and crappy.
Now the question is raised, "what about spent carbide?" The obvious answer is carry it out. It's not hard
to carry a couple of plastic bags to dump your carbide in
when you change it. I've found that two or three are best
bec ause spent carbide tends to be a little warm, and I've

seen it melt plastic bags. This works well except in wet
caves where you need to carry a waterproof container for
spent carbide. The only problem with that is waterproof
may not let water in but it also won't let gas out. Be
careful opening the container and keeep your carbide
light away from it or else!
Once the carbide is out of the cave it should be
wrapped well in plastic and disposed of properly . Some
people like to dump their spent carbide in a toilet and
flush it. This is not too bad if you don't have a septic
tank. In a septic tank the spent carbide will kill the helpfu~ bacteria and ruin the efficiency of your septic tank .
Sttll other people put spent carbide in the campfire.
~owever you choose to dispose of your spent carbide,
Just make sure it's out of reach of animals and livestock.
Spent carbide (calcium hydroxide) is very caustic and
extremely toxic. Spent carbide should NEVER be
dumped into a stream or pond either in a cave or on the
surface. The pH change can be detrimental to aquatic
life.
If you cave with a carbide, please be courteous not
only to your fellow cavers but also of the environment.

a.vers. lncludlng ErnIe Go.rz& &.lid Fr&.nk BInney or c.urornlo., at Tens Old TIIrers Reunion. September, lllllO. Pholo by

J~

Jorden.
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Cave Cuisine
by Jay Bob Jorden
Out in the bald prairie, maybe 90 years ago, a coupl e of cowpokes sat around a campfire where mesquite
wood was merrily crackling, trying to figure out what to
throw on the fire to eat . Let's listen in, shall we?
" What about that armadillo the chuckwagon ran
over yesterday?" one old grizzled cowpuncher said.
"Even roadkill would be better than the same old thing
every night on the trail. I get tired of T-bones and porterh ouse steaks."
Old Jake, the camp cook, winced and spat into the
fir e. " That wasn't porterhouse you had last night," he
opin ed . A grin creased his grizzled face . "That was squirrel meat. And tomorrow's gonna be beef jerky, unless we
do so mething . We're eating up the herd too quick."
It was about 400 miles from New Mexico back to
T exas and the Chisum Trail. The hands had started
grumbling ... or at least their stomachs. Even the picante
sauc e had run out, and the cowpokes threatened not to
rid e.
" All right, all right," the trail foreman, who had
walked up to the circle and had been listening in, said .
" J a ke, do some experimentin'. Gotta get these cattle to
Dodge City in one piece ."
As the amazed cowboys watched, old Jake took out
a piece of zucchini squash and a couple of onions from
th e camp cool er, sliced them up and laid them down on
th e grill, sprinkling them lightly with oregano and other
sp ices.
"A little bacon grease'll go good on that ," offered
on e hand . But Jake, who was concerned about
cholest erol , just shook his head .
" Naw, that'll spoil the flavor, " he said . "And
besid es , the doc says that 'll clog up the arteries. "
Out in the sagebrush that night, a new delicacy was
born: barbecued vegetabl es. The ranchhands even tried a
littl e cac tus on the fir e, but somehow it didn 't taste
ri ght. Musta been all those needles they (orgot to burn
ofT.
Nearly a century la t er , three cave explorers sat
aro und a campfire in th e ancient mountains of
Ok lahoma. It was Memori al Day . Aga in, mesquite and
ot her wood was on the fir e. But, this time, no meat .
Sheila Knight had another idea. Slicing up vegetab les for this Memorial Day picnic, she placed spicy
sq uash and onions on the grill. She used safflower oil for
bastin g.
T he result would have made the maitre 'd at a
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trendy Dallas restaurant jealous. Tender, succulent \
becued veggies!
Also in the repast were famous vegetarian burg
Even Wimpy would ask for one of these fine burger
he could pay the debt back on Wednesday. No, you Ci
have it all your way at Burger King . With a sliCt
cheese, pickles, mayo, catsup and mustard, these bur:
would make Wimpy cry.
Here's the recipe for Sheila's Patented Vel
Burger Mix. Mix all ingredients dry in a large bowl
store in tightly capped jars, preferably refrigerated.
use the resulting mix, add one- half cup water and
egg to three-quarter cup of the ingredients. Don't kn
it until you've tried it!

Main Ingredients
1 cup soy granules
1 c bran
1 c wheat germ
1 c texturized vegetable protein (TVP)
1 c soy flour
1 c corn meal
1-2 c sesame seeds
Spices
2 tsp onion powder
2 tsp garlic powder
2 tsp oregano
2 tsp sage
2 tsp dill weed
2 tsp coriander
1-4 tsp tumeric
1-2 tsp thyme
1 tsp cumin
approximately 1 tsp marjoram
1 tsp pepper
The ingredients make a heck of a lot of burge
enough to compete with Wendy's thick and juicies.
scale down, proportionately reduce the amounts.
The burgers fry right up on a hot griddle or
(about 250 degrees) . They also store well for reheat
Microwaving even works.
It's the ultimate caver burger! It helps save the I
and keeps you cholesterol-free. Take a tip from old
Jay Bob. Do it for your health; no one else is going t·
it for you.
Next month : Caver Coolers.
Good chompin'. Catch the wave. Aloha.
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Adopt-a-Lead

Goodbye, Limestone Gap
by John P. Brooks

by John P. Brooks

Goodbye, Limestone Gap. I guess people just didn't
care. Where was the Sierra Club or the National Speleological Society? Greenpeace?
For years, old concrete trestles shielded a unique
environment from Oklahoma state Highway 69. A clear
stream trickled in its bed along the massive limestone
escarpment. Fall colors lining stately native trees framed
stark white boulders along the streambed, creating
unique vistas.
In the spring, wildflowers lined a single lane dirt
road and carpeted the bluffs with color. On numerous
warm Sunday afternoons, I'd stop for a break from driving. Sometimes, I'd hike up the creek and look at all the
small caves lining the bank. I imagined extensive passages weaving through the limestone. But the hour was
usually too late so I'd plan on checking the caves the
next trip.
Two years ago, Dave Fabry mentioned that the
highway to McAlester was to be widened. The new lane
was to flank Limestone Ridge to the east, while the existing right-of-way would handle southbound traffic. In
recent weeks, construction was begun on the new lane.
Trees have been cut down and preliminary grading
begun through the gap . The old trestles remain. The
caves are safe ... for now. But a large portion of this geologically and biologically unique environment is gone.
The dramatic cliffs of Limestone Gap will make the
drive north on Highway 69 more exciting. However, a
more ecologically sensitive solution could have saved a
valu able environmental resource for the people of
Oklahoma.

There is a malaise in the caving world. Every year,
thousands of these turn up missing, or possibly kidnapped . Some are found, but often miles from where
they were last seen. Others are abused and neglected.
Still others disappear forever.
Occasionally, cavers will see notices for help in
locating them. The notices are published in newsletters
and well-meaning people may try to point to them with
arrows inside caves. But, every year, more vanish, never
to be seen again. The problem has assumed crisis proportions throughout our part of the world .
Take Wild Woman Cave, for example. There are
countless leads yet to be accounted for . So many, in fact,
that we here at the Dallas/Fort Worth grotto are starting our very own "Adopt-a-Lead" program. Yes, we
believe you can make a difference . You can provide a
home for a forlorn lead. It's a home on the new map
we're drafting of the cave. Some of these leads have
been neglected for years.
We've established a toll-free (in Dallas) hotline
number for homeless leads. It's (214) 373-3042 . Call anytime (as long as it's reasonable) . We're helping to track
down these leads and prevent this abuse.
Yes, people really do care . And it's time we took a
stand to stem the rising tide of homeles5 leads.
Won't you help? Your dollars and mapping equipment will go a long way. Down the passage .
Please. Adopt-a-lead today. We think we can complete the map of Wild Woman in 1987 and move on to
the next lead: 50,000 feet of walking passage under the
Arbuckles.
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Big Spring State Park
by Noble Stidham

Destination:
Big Spring State
Park , Howard County, Texas
Dates: Sept. 13, 1986
Personnel:
Bill Bennett, Mary
Candee, April McDowell, Victor
Polyak , Steve Stadelman, Noble

the Texas C.

session was completed . Biological reports can be fot
elsewhere in this publication and photos and maps of l
completed survey have been mailed to Jay Jorden (Tt:
Caver), Bill Elliott and Ron Ralph (Texas Parks ,
Wildlife) per previous agreements. Additional maps ·
on file at the LAG and available for $3.
A very worthy future for any interested gro:
would be to clean out the rubble pile at the bottom
the entrance drop . A good "purgin" should product
flat floor for cave access in both directions (north a:
south.) Until the entrance is cleaned, any further diggi
in the silted leads would be very difficult if not impo:
ble .

Stidh am

Editor 's Note: Th e following was reprinted from the
Lubbock A rea Grotto Newsletter, September-October
1986:

Biology of Big Spring Park Ca

A one-day outing was made on Saturday morning
for the purpose of surveying and mapping a small cave
on this 370-acre state park . Superintendent Bill
Armstrong was very helpful in guiding our caving vehicle
a nd gear as close to the entrance as possible. The cave
entrance is a 20-inch square steel lid set in concrete. The
lid opens to a 20-foot vertical shaft which ends as a pile
of breakdown and rubbl e from many years of human
misuse .
The rubble pile may perhaps make someone a
wonderful archeological dig in another 50 years as metal
objects protrud e from the dirt and rock in abundance.
The cave is a nearly north-south oriented tube with
ceiling. heights (except for areas around a few domes)
averaging only 1.5 fe et . The entrance is situated in a
troug~ whi ch receiv es water from about 180 degrees of
the 11111 s ~rrounding it. Consequently, (until the steel lid
was put In place,) the cave was the repository for any
and all debris washing from the hill. Documents
res a rched by the Big Spring Historical Society indicate
that blasting was done in the cave to gain access. Physical ev id ence of this can be seen in the cave in the form of
drill mark s in the limestone. Leads at each end of the
cave ar ea choked with silt and further exploration will
r equire some digging effort. Crickets, beetles, spiders and
red ants share the bedrooms and cafeteria around the
e~t r an ~e drop with the red ants being in charge of
dispersIng all human forms entering the cave. Three
LAG mem bers collectively received seven ant bites
which remain ed lumpy , itchy and visible for a week afte;
t he t rip .
The surv ey was completed as far as humans could
see and reac h a nd a biological survey and photographic

Editor's Note : the following was reprinted from I
Lubbock Area Grotto Newsletter, September-Octal
1986:

by Bill Benn

Just under the manhole cover at the entrance to I
cave (in Big Spring State Park) were prolific webs a
egg cases of black widow spiders (Latrodectus mactan
No resident spiders were observed, however.
A large population of cave crickets (Ceuthopilu s I
inhabited the entrance chimney, ranging in size fro m
to 3+ centimeters. Within two meters of the botto
several large colonies of subadult crickets were SCI
There is no doubt that the black widows thrived on I
crickets they were able to snare when the Ceuthropil
left the cave for their nightly foraging.
Only one Rhadine beetle was observed on this tri
Rhadines feed on the eggs of cave crickets .
Our most remarkable find was flat coiled sna
(Gastropoda) 3-5 mm in diameter and no more than
mm in depth.
Two trogloxene insect species were also presenl
one large black beetle and a number of West Texas [.
ants. The latter of these took out their vengeance :
most of the LAG members present.
The vegetation area surrounding the entrance \I
typical of West Texas bush - e.g., Red Berry Junip
(Juniperus pinchott); Mesquite (Prosopus juliftora); N,
row leaf Squawbush (Rhus microphyla) and Prickly P ea
(Op~ntia phaeacantrha). Buffalo grass (Buchloe de
tyloldes) and windmill grass (Chloris sp?) was al
present.
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Caprock Canyons State Park
by Noble Stidham
Destination: Caprock Canyons State Park, Texas
Personnel: Victor Polyak, Richard Knapp, Steve Stadelman, Noble Stidham
Dates: Sunday, Aug. 16, 1986
Editor'8 Note: the following was reprinted from the
August 1986 Lubbock Area Grotto New8.
True, 7:30 a.m. came much too early for a previously arranged time of departure . Victor had celebrated
Saturday night at a local eatery and Noble had helped
Ed and Connie Hudgeons regale their 10th Anniversary
party. Morning was not a sane time to get up. The only
liv ely person left was the Lubbock Area Grotto's newest
member, Richard Knapp , who had been home studying
th e evening before.
The occasion was a preliminary investigation of
work to be done at Caprock Canyons State Park for the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.. An agreement
between TPWD and the Texas Speleological Association
will find a lot of Texas cavers roaming the parkland this
ye ar . The objective is to find and survey any caves on
parkland .
The four of us met with Charles Gray, park
administrator at Caprock Canyons, for a familiarization
tour of the 14,000+ acre park . Ranger Gray drove us to
a couple of small gypsum caves which had been formed
by flood water gushing through dry creek beds, and he
talked with us about the general layout of the park and
probable areas in which to search. There was a great
deal of very rough terrain to search and considerable
tim e will be needed to cover much of it. By 2 p .m ., the
still, humid air was pushing 100 degrees F and comfortabl e hiking was not easy. About 3-4 inches of rain two
da ys previously had steam rising from the damp ground.
Enough of the park was driven to select certain
ar eas for our first grotto trip back. Fall and cooler
weather seem to be the general consensus of a good time
to return.

Phalangid Cave, N.M.
by Victor Polyak
E ditor '8 Note: the following was reprinted from the
August 1986 Lubbock Area Grotto New8 .

Phalangid is a "so far" small cave revisited by
members of the Lubbock Area Grotto and Bob Alward
of the Bureau of Land Management. The cave was
rediscovered on Saturday, June 28 , 1986 and surveyed on
Sunday , June 29 . The cave is located on the west limb of
an anticline near the apex .
Phalangid Cave lies stratigraphically very close to
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the comformable contact between the Yates Formation
and the underlying Seven Rivers Formation. The McKittrick Hill caves seem to also share the same position
stratigraphically. As previously mentioned, the cave is
located near the apex of an anticline, the same anticline
that forms McKittrick Hill.
Many small caves and holes were investigated in
and near Phalangid Cave, which is the largest of these
caves with approximately 300 feet of passage. One mile
from Phalangid, on the same anticline, there is an
entrance not yet investigated but which may fit the
description of one of the lost "Little Spider Caves."
Two of the entrances in the Phalangid cave area are
large enough to walk into, yet neither is greater than 50
feet in length . There are several small holes in this area
and all area worthy of further investigation. There are
also two small leads in Phalangid Cave that should be
pushed.

Zoology: Phalangid Cave, N.M.
by April MacDowell
Editor '8 Note : the following was reprinted from the
August 1986 Lubbock Area Grotto New8.

Phalangid Cave, N.M., is aptly named, as phalangids cover the walls for about the first 50 feet into the
cave. After this point, only cave crickets are visible along
the walls, though there are species which occupy caves
and which very well may be present. They may have
been overlooked due to the smaller size of some of these
species.
There are 100 to 150 spp. of phalangids north of
Mexico . They have four pairs of long, slender legs generally 1/ 8-1 / 2 inches long. Each pedipalp has a small
claw at the tip . The second pair of legs are longer and
used as antennae. If a phalangid loses a leg, it cannot be
regenerated. Phalangids eat small insects and feed of
soft, decaying organic matter. The adults often are seen
in huge gatherings with legs interlaced . In our area, this
occurs diurnally (in the daytime .)
Also, these masses may pulse up and down. The
reason for these phenomena in our area is unknown. One
theory is related to the chemical which they release as a
defense mechanism . The chemical amount released by
several phalangids is much greater than that released by
one and so this functions as a defensive clustering. Also,
the pulsing may help to disperse the chemical.
A variety of other life forms continue to use this
cave, including sheep of which there is ample evidence;
and in the sheep dung , ticks, fleas and other insects.
Other animals have used the cave in the past and probably continue to use it today. Numerous small bones
were noticed in the dirt floor. A skunk skull was found
at the very end of the right passage and a rabbit skull at
the very end of the left passage. The probability of
stratified deposits of bone material is slim, though this
was not investigated .
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Caprock Canyon:
Ridge Walking Trip Report
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Grotto, San Antonio; Bobby Davis, Kenny Massengill,
Dale Childers, Steve Seaton and David Green, Odessa;
Jay Jorden, Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto; Mike Warton
and Dave Doolin, Austin, co-leaders.

by Steve Stadelman
Destination: Caprock Canyon State Park
Personnel: Victor Polyak, Steve Stadelman
Dates: Sept. 28, 1987
In the last Lubbock Area Grotto Newsletter
(August), there was a report on the first trip to Caprock
Canyon by LAG members as part of the agreement
between Texas Parks and Wildlife and the Texas Speleological Association. That trip was one of familiarization
with the park and very little time was spent in search of
caves.
After returning from that trip, Victor studied the
map of the park in detail and found what appeared to be
a sinkhole, hopefully a cave. On Sept. 28, Victor and I
returned to Caprock Canyono to investigate the sinkhole. After a hike of about one mile, we found the sinkhole, as well as an opening in the form of a crack in the
gypsum. The crack was large enough to enter, but the
possibility of rattlesnakes and black widow spiders kept
us searching for a larger opening. About 100 feet east of
the crack, where the gypsum is exposed by a deep
arroyo, Victor found a larger entrance that appears to
lead in the direction of a crack (west). This opening is
about six feet high and four feet wide, and widens into a
room about 15-20 feet wide and 6-8 feet high . One bat
was seen but not identified.
Due to the dangerous looking blocks of gypsum
ov'erhead and the lack of a suitable source of light, we
continued ridgewalking . Approximately 300-400 yards
north of the sinkhole, an opening in the gypsum was
discovered, roughly 2-3 feet in diameter and 10 feet
deep. This lead was noted but not explored. Further
walking produced no new leads, so we returned to the
park entrance and reported our finds to the park personnel on duty . Exploration of these leads is planned later
... when the numbers and activity of snakes and spiders
are at a minimum .

Zongolica 1987: The First Wave
by Jay Jorden
Destination: (1) Zongolica, Veracruz, Mex.; (2) Sotano
de Huitzmolotitla, Tlamaya, S.L.P. ; Sotano de Vasquez,
Ocampo, Tamaulipas; Cueva de Cilitre, Xilitla, S.L.P.;
Hoya de las Guaguas, S.L.P .
Dates: Dec. 26, 1986-Jan. 7, 1987
Personnel: Joe Ivy, Alan Cobb and Linda Palit, Bexar

The trip was conceived originally to be the first of
several waves of cavers in an expedition to the Sierra de
Zongolica, Veracruz. Warton, in an expedition update
for members, said the first phase of the project was to
secure a campsite about 200 meters deep and about 650
m ,i nside one cave, involving a 4- to 5-day camp there
down two 30 m or so drops .
Villagers in the town near Cordoba, a mixture of
Hispanics and Nahwattle Indians, had been alerted of
our mission . The Sierra de Zongolica is 1,242 miles from
Austin, an estimated 42- to 46-hour nonstop drive .
The second group, to leave about Jan . 15, was to
include Blake Harrison of Austin and videotape equipment and personnel in the "Hog of Steel".
"There will be a tremendous amount to do," Warton wrote in his pre-expedition update. "All of the
numerous known side passages and infeeds are virgin.
Many should lead to surface entrances or connections.
Below 200 m is whitewater caving!"
The plan was for the first group to caravan down in
four trucks, crossing at Brownsville/Matamoros and following a coastal route that included Mexico 180 through
Tampico, with a ferry crossing at Tampico Bay, and
into Veracruz . Some bad road was anticipated .
Cindy Aase of Austin had dropped out of the trip,
so a space became available in Warton's truck. The
author went along instead . He arrived at Harlingen
International Airport at about 6 p.m. Dec. 26 to find
that two of three duffel bags of gear had been misplaced
by Southwest Airlines. Mike arrived in his Toyota 4x4
shortly thereafter with David. The situation was
explained and a search began for the missing gear . The
airline personnel said the duffs had been inadvertently
pulled off the plane at a brief Houston stop and would be
arriving on the next flight, at 8 p.m . All agreed that the
gear would be awaited before proceeding across the
border to meet the other parties in Matamoros. With
that, dinner was purchased .
As promised, the duffs arrived and Mike drove the
30 or so miles to the border. On the other side of Mexican customs, the others were waiting, except for Doolin
and Glenn Schneider, who had elected to drive on. They
were now about 1 1/ 2 hours ahead .
The
remainder
caravaned
south
through
Matamoros, finally lucking onto the coastal road. It was
worse than Mike had remembered - occasionally washed
out and often potholed. As with many Mexican " highways", it lacked a shoulder. Mike, in the lead, kept contact as he drove with the other trucks by CB radio and
drank coffee. David was riding in the camper with much
of the 3000 or so feet of expedition rope and other gear.
Without warning, the pavement on Mexico 180 vanished and Mike's truck was dropped onto a washed-out,
corrugated dirt road . He fishtailed broadside, running off
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the road and into a shallow ditch .
The rear trucks quickly pulled up and assessed there
was no apparent damage. Mike locked his hubs and we
were off again, proceeding cautiously. Mike continued to
give progress reports on his CB and the author fastened
his seat belt, rolled up the window and settled back to
sleep, grateful that the worst was over .
Almost as if in a dream, he sensed the truck overturning, then realized that it was real when pain welled
up . He awoke, hurting, in a truck resting on the driver 's
side at the bottom of a deep bar ditch on the east side of
the highway. Mike, moaning, lay against his door. All
the windows in the cab had been shattered in the crash's
impact.
Again, the other cavers raced up, fearing the worst.
Mike could move but his shoulder was in great pain . Jay
was bleeding from his head. One of the Odessa cavers
extracted Mike through the rear cab window . The
camper was nowhere to be seen and gear was broken and
scattered . Cavers cut through his seat belt and peeled
back the broken front windshield for Jay to exit the cab.
Alan , Linda, and others pulled out first aid equipment
and sleeping bags and began assessing the situation . It,
was about 2:30 a.m . Dec. 27 . Linda sustained a deep cut
on one finger from the shattered glass.
The injured were placed inside the Odessan's truck
for the 35- mile trip into San Fernando, a community of
35,000 resid ents about 2 1/2 hours into Mexico. With
any big bumps in the road, Mike cried out in pain . After
what seemed like a long time, the cavers located the San
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Fernando Hospital. Inside, nurses and attendants ,
summoned. They determined that Mike's collarbone \
probably broken and taped his arm . They stitched ~
a cut on Jay's head and cleaned head lacerations. T
also put stitches in Linda's finger. Jay had bruises on
right side and was examined. There was no charge
the medical aid.
With no other injuries apparent, the cavers t.
notified police of the accident. Mike and Jay electeo
stay in San Fernando for the night, while the ot
cavers' returned to camp at the accident site and bt
sorting out what was left of the gear. The tr
appeared to be a total loss. David, who had been rio
in the camper , came out without a scratch and 0
complained of a sore neck . He and most of the gear 1
apparently broken through the soft fiberglass camper
the first roll. The truck had rolled 1 3/4 times.
On Saturday morning, Mike and others placet
call to the municipal police, who had contacted regio
authorities and determined that a report would be ill'
at the site. Alan quipped that those injured in '
mishap were not going to believe what the truck 1001
like in the daylight. All journeyed back to the bar di
where it had b een found at least some of the gear I
intact. The truck , indeed, resembled a crushed alumin
beer can. The cab's roof had been smashed in 1 1/2 1
in the rollover.
The regional police made a report while cavers t(
photos of the truck. A wrecker was called from Cd. \
tori a and soon arrived, proceeding to winch Mike's tr:
from the 12-foot deep ditch. Skid marks indicated

sIeVe Seaton, Kenny MassengUl, Davtd Green, MIke Warton IIlld \wo unldenUOed l'vlexlcan pollee of!loers at wreck .1\0 In bar d1\ch, SIll! Fernlllldo, l'vlexlco. Phooo by Jl\Y Jorden.
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truck had remained upright about 20 yards into the
ditch before it flipped. Alan and others said that some
tools had been thrown as much as 50 yards in the choque
grande.
After some gear had been collected, the cavers
returned to San Fernando where Mike contacted his
insurance company office in Victoria and decided to be
driv en there to begin adjustment procedure. Another
group - including Linda, Alan and Jay - returned to the
hospital because of difficulty filling some prescriptions
for drugs. They met Dr. Richard Davis of Virginia,
doing community service work at the hospital.
Jay received a tetanus shot, painkiller, and antibiotics. Mike and others later returned, saying that the
insurance office was closed and nothing could be done
until Monday, when cavers would have to again visit in
person.
Mike , with the broken collarbone, elected to return
to the states for treatment. He and the San Antonio
cavers decided to drive to Brownsville Sunday morning
to put him on a plane . Extensive discussions followed on
wh at the course of the trip was to take . A call had been
placed with Peter Sprouse in Austin, the rescue contact,
to notify him of the accident and ensure that Dave Doolin knew why the rest of the group would not arrive.
The consensus of the group was that it was not wise
to continue on to Zongolica with what were now two
trucks, instead of three or four . The mountains were
another 28 hours or so away and there was really no
place to put all the extra gear and people from Mike's
tru ck . Mike instead provided the remaining group with
information on caves in the Xilitla area and said he
would leave 1,000 or so feet of rope with them, returning
to Austin with the rest of his gear. Since David was
apparently uninjured and Jay's injuries were relatively
minor, it was determined they would not be joining the
"Gimp Express" back to Texas .
Early on Sunday, Dec. 28 , the San Antonio cavers
left for Brownsville with Mike and 800 pounds of gear.
He boarded a plane for Houston and his gear was
shipped to Austin by bus. At about 2 p.m. Sunday, the
Bexar cavers returned and all proceeded to Cd. Victoria,
chec king in at the Hotel los Monteros .
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Ocampo and Sotano de Vasquez. The obscure turnoff to
the cave was found, and the cavers camped beside a
stock tank near a corral. Linda and Alan cooked
casserole and beans for all.
Tuesday, Dec . 90

Cavers arose to intermittent clouds. Linda cooked
eggs and, after breakfast, all packed for Vasquez and
hiked up a cow path with Dave in the lead. It had been
five years since he had visited Vasquez and, armed with
Warton's map , the correct trail was at first bypassed .
After three to four hours, Dave discovered the trail to
the arroyo on the cavers' return.
The 101-m pit, located in a doline near the crest of
the Sierra Tamalave, was rigged late Tuesday as clouds
gathered, and shortly thereafter a downpour ensued,
lasting into the night. A retreat was made to camp for
supper, lean-tos hastily rigged for shelter , a fire built and
an attempt planned on the cave if the weather broke.
Wednesday, Dec . 91, 1986

On New Year's Eve, cavers were awakened by the
bellowing of a cattle herd and itching of tick and chigger
bites. They confronted a fog-shrouded campsite but the
rain had stopped. By now, the camp was covered with
inches-deep mud. Gear was painstakingly repacked and
camp broken . All then hiked to the sotano and descended after carefully padding a ledge about 20 meters
down . Taking the downstream passage, the 3D-m drop
was rigged and descended. Cavers then descended the
1D-m drop down a fissure and explored two lower levels
to a pit for which they had no rope .
The climb out began about 2:30 p.m., with Dale the
last out at 6 p.m . We hiked back to the trucks and
drove into Mante in time to celebrate New Year's - some
with special thanks at seeing in 1987 - at Cafeteria y
Restaurante "Chiu 's ". The cavers, combined, drank so
much beer that the restaurant ran out and the harried
waitress had to order more from a nearby deposito . Following supper and the witching hour , the cavers wandered around the plaza and viewed part of a New Year's
mass at the large church .

Monday, Dec . 29
Thursday , Jan . 1, 1987

The cavers arose about 8:30 a.m. and ate at the
hotel restaurant. Then, Joe and Linda went to the
insurance company office to continue a settlement
attempt in the wreck claim . Jay went to a local
?ptometrist to replace the glasses that had been trashed
III the wreck , buying a new pair for $30. Other cavers
~rowsed around town, sending postcards, calling relatives to say they were OK, etc .
Shortly after noon, Joe and Linda returned to say
th~t the paperwork had apparently been settled and that
Mike would only need to contact the carrier in Austin.
The cavers drove to Cd . Mante for gas, finding unleaded
- sin p[omo - increasingly rare, and then toward

The first day of 1987 dawned to the ringing of
church bells and the sound of trains passing through Cd .
Mante. At our rooms in the Hotel Naola, my stitches
came out courtesy of David. Linda said she wanted to
leave hers in longer . The wound bled . Following a superb
and inexpensive breakfast at the Cafeteria Neveria " Pertusa", the cavers packed and drove to Cd . Valles , stocking up there on water and ice at a store on the south ern
edge of town . We gassed up and drove to Xilitla. The
need to obtain more pesos prompted us to go by the
traditional Restaurante de Cayo, but it and most other
businesses in town were closed for the New Year's .
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Linda wanted to return to San Antonio by Monday,
so we stopped by the Vencedor bus stop and checked on
schedules, then drove to the Xilitla bird house and
camped. After dark, we shot off some Mexican cuetes, or
bottle rockets, billed as "muy rapido" by the vendor but
basically just duds .
Friday, Jan . 2

Cavers arose early so that Linda could leave. While
the Bexar cavers drove her into Xilitla, others explored
upstream from the Bird House, now a federal sanctuary,
to a waterfall. We talked with Gary Edwards of Austin,
who with his wife was collecting butterflies at the house
built since the 1930s under the direction of one of Aldous
Huxley's sons to resemble a Scottish castle . Camp was
again broken in a lengthy ordeal that involved tying
gear on top of the two trucks to accomodate the
increased load. Four people rode most of the trip in the
back of a packed Blazer.
All then drove back to Xilitla for cambio, longdistance calls and shopping, before getting directions
from Melvin Pemberton, an American staying at
Tlamaya, for the home of Sr. Juan Martinez, who agreed
to put the cavers up . We went to Huitzmolotitia from the
village and watched the incredible swallow flight . After
stopping by the refresco stand uphill, we drove into
Tlamaya and camped. Sr. Martinez was most congenial,
rep eating, "Mi casa es su casa ", and Melvin offered
coffee and hospitality . Neighborhood children, who
congregated at the campsite, were awed with a presentation of Cyalume lightsticks and Dale's antics .
Saturday, Jan . 3

All arose and descended the 364-foot entrance drop
of Huit zmolotitia, then the 156-foot waterfall drop to
stream passage. The water level was high and the passage sumped out about 30 minutes further on after Joe
dove a duckunder. We climbed out, beginning at dusk,
to witness the bird flight into the pit, with each sounding
lik e a miniature fighter plane as it tucked its wings and
rock eted deep insid e. One decided to crawl inside Alan's
ha rness and other climbers had trouble when the birds
took an affinity to their lights. It was 11 p.m. or so when
all regain ed th e trail and returned to a welcome camp
a nd late supper. That night, some cavers awakened to
th e sounds of a cringedog eating what was left of the
grease used to cook the french fries.
Sunday, Jan.

4,

1986

On Sunday morning, camp was broken. Cavers gave
Sr . Martinez money, and when he refused, the pesos were
designated for the local church and school. Since it was
market day back in Xilitla, we decided to make a stop,
wher e machetes and leather goods were purchased. On
the way out of town, the cavers made a quick hike down
to La Cilitre , a sizeable cave which is visible on the
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highway looking back at Xilitla. It has evidently b
mined for saltpeter, its namesake.
The cavers then drove to Aquismon and, thougi
was late afternoon, found the municipal presidel
Adan Martinez, at his home. But he told us to return
next morning for permiso to go to Hoya de las Gua!
and the Sotano de las Golondrinas area. We checket
at the Hotel San Cosme for the night and proceedeu
the Restaurante Lucy and 22 longnecks.
Monday, Jan. 5

Jay, Alan and Dale obtained permission from
presidente's office to visit the pits. Cavers obtained c:
dryl and other lotions for bites from the Vasquez cal
site. They drove from Aquismon up a dirt road tOil
El Limon and Tamapatz. A guide mysteriously matel
ized from a side trail during the hike up to Guaguasl
offered to watch the rope. The guide spelled Bobby I
Dale , who had been hauling the new 600-foot PMI II
Alan, Jay and David rigged the low side of the 600-:
pit. The Odessans began rappelling into the pit.
A local who was chopping away at the jungle at
high side of the pit to plant corn said that, recent\.!
horse plummeted to its death in the monstrous pit.
Late Monday afternoon, the San Antonio cavers
Jay began the drive back to Texas, stopping in Vi ci<
for supper. An uneventful border crossing was mad,
Nuevo Laredo about 4 a.m. Tuesday and all arrive!
San Antonio about 7:30 a.m.

Guads!
by Jody Rob en

Destination: Virgin Cave, \\
Cave, Endless Cave, etc.; New ~
lCO

Personnel:
Terry
Holsin
Sharon Lytle, Jody Robertson ,
Goodbar, Butch Fralia, Pam Fn
Jerrald Saulsberry, Bobby Mo
Mike Cagle, Corky Corcoran, Tammy Lenert, G
Mooty, Sherry Stokes; Donna Anderson, Trip Leader
Dates: Jan. 17-20, 1986

What do you have when you take about 14 hm
cavers, Carlsbad, a taste of Goodbarian hospitality
slam 'em together in one fun-filled four-day weekf
Fun out the nostrils, that's what! We had so much
that it took plastic surgeons to wipe the smiles off
faces! We met at Donna's humble abode at 6 p.m.
set out for Carlsbad, late of course.
Upon arrival some hours later, we effected a se,
for Mr. Goodbar and the house key to no avail.
course. So we decided to turn in .
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We awoke the next morning to find Terry, Corky
and crew who had arrived somewhat later. We took in
. some tasty breakfast morsels and set sail for our respective caves. That day, there were two groups going to
; McKittrick Hill and one going to Wind. Terry, Bobby,
• Corky, Mike and I arrived at the entrance to Wind only
to find that our gate combination was faulty. We took
our turns desperately trying to convince the stubborn
contraption to cooperate, but he cave wagged a massive
tongue out of its entrance at us in a highway taunting
fashion . Frustrated, we loaded up and headed for McKittrick Hill , looking for Mr. Goodbar of course. We arrived
just in time to find Greg, Jerrald, Tammy and Sherry
emerging from Endless Cave.
i

Not long after, Corky and I decided to do a bit of
exploring in Endless ourselves. We found the cave to be
quite hot and heavily vandalized . The passage is arrayed
in the form of a horizontal maze and can be very confusing , even with a map . We made our way along the dusty
floor to a bit of a canyon with a pool below it, and
turned to exit the cave. But we were soon joined by
Bobby and Terry and continued in our search for the
expressway, the key to finding the decorated rooms.
With no luck, we exited and returned to Jim's
house. Our luck improved the next day as passage into
Wind Cave was made easy with the help of a proper
combination . The cave is a rugged, vertical maze with a
trying climb near the opening . Worthy of mention are
the cave's feature attractions including Mud City - a
section of cave entirely populated by small mud sculptures by cavers . The hand of man wrought a town and
" blood river ," a stream of blood red flowstone emerging
from a hole in the wall. The enormous amounts of chocolate covering the walls also amazed us. It looked as if
someone actually poured a vat full of creamy fudge
down certain walls in the fourth level. We left the cave
feeling satisfied to say the least, so we headed back to
Carlsbad .
After I had already showered up, our favorite chemist got this marvelous idea. "Hey , guys, let's go caving in
Endl ess !" Unable to resist his offer, we formed a latenight crew of Wind Cave and McKittrick Hill personnel
and hit the trail - again . This time, we located the
expressway and canyoned along it until we reached the
entrance to the Green Lake Room, cleverly hidden with
rocks .
Corky began digging out a hole for us to go
through but opened only a tiny pinhole through which
only he could squeeze . Very funny, Cork. Not about to
allow him to get the laugh on us, I moved into action,
and grabbed his legs before he could get completely in
~nd ~ommenced an outward pulling force, thus restrictmg hIS entry into said room.
~efore long, two others had my legs and were
applYI~g the same outward pulling motion, bound and
determmed to uncork the hole. A picture was snapped,
and reverse pressure released, shooting Corky across the
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Green Lake Room like a rubber band . Success. The following rooms contained many decorations and housed
some rather large flowstone formations in one particular
corner. An impressive site, indeed! Back at Jim's, the
crew who went t Virgin spun their yarn about their own
adventures. According to them, Virgin was a very beautiful cave with plenty of delicate formations, the one
drawback being the danger involved in touring the massive cavern. I did hear someone mention a 600-foot pit just in passing, though . Altogether, an enjoyable trip ,
this flight into New Mexico . We all hope to return this
sprmg.

Big Tree Cave
by David Locklear

Destination: Big Tree Cave, Litter
Barrel Cave; Edwards Plateau,
Texas
Personnel: Mark McIntyre, Mary
Kay Manning, David Locklear ,
Patricia Wise, Steve Tonneson, Joe
Galewsky, Kip Baughman, Aggie

Speleological Society
Dates: Nov. 1-2, 1986

We entered Big Tree Cave in the morning around 9
a .m ., and tried to get everyone down the ' its . Kip was
not in the vertical mood that day, so he sat in the " Hall
of Unicorns." Due to being short on ascenders, two people had to stay in that room and we all took turns going
down and up. Joe had a few bugs in his system, but was
able to get out of the pits.
Patricia had less bugs, so she had an easier ascent.
David 's only bug was that he had to rappel and ascend
with a flashlight in his mouth and the flashlight kept
going out on him. Mark, Mary Kay and Steve seemed to
have no problems.
David , Patricia and Joe stayed in the cave around
14 hours , which was twice the planned time , so Mark
and Mary Kay came to the possible rescue all the way
back to the "Hall of Unicorns", bringing with them fresh
supplies. When they found we were being lazy , they
grabbed some gear and left the cave.
As Patricia crawled out of the narrow entrance, she
was greeted by a friendly little 2 1/ 2-foot rattler. All he
did was smile and hiss at her . Mark came to the rescue
again, and this time he brought a gun. While David and
Joe waited inside, Mark laid the snake to rest with six
shots. Then Joe and David left the cave. We encountered
another rattler around camp, but we moved him away
and let him go . Kip and David left to go back to Aggieland early . The rest of the Aggies went to Litter Barrel
Cave and ate in Cuidad Acuna, Mexico, before heading
h~~o
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